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Abstract.

Runaway electrons created during tokamak disruptions pose a threat to a reliable

operation of future larger machines. Experiments using Shattered Pellet Injection

(SPI) have been carried out at the JET tokamak to investigate ways to prevent their

generation or suppress them if avoidance is not sufficient. Avoidance is possible if

the SPI contains a sufficiently low fraction of high-Z material, or if it is fired early

in advance of a disruption prone to runaway generation. These results are consistent

with previous similar findings obtained with Massive Gas Injection. Suppression of

an already accelerated beam is not efficient using High-Z material, but deuterium

leads to harmless terminations without heat loads. This effect is the combination of

a large MHD instability scattering runaway electrons on a large area and the absence

of runaway regeneration during the subsequent current collapse thanks to the flushing

of high-Z impurities from the runaway companion plasma. This effect also works in

situations where the runaway beam moves upwards and undergoes scraping-off on the

wall.

1. Introduction

Runaway electrons (REs) are the most challenging consequences of a tokamak

disruption. They form multi-MA beams that may cause serious damage to the plasma-

facing components. REs are accelerated by the large parallel electric fields generated

by the current quench of a disruption, through the so-called primary generation

mechanisms: mainly Dreicer [1] and hot-tail [2] processes. They are then multiplied

by the avalanche mechanism [3, 4]. Shattered Pellet Injection (SPI) [5] is currently the

baseline disruption and RE mitigation method for ITER [6]. Research on SPI follows

earlier results obtained with Massive Gas Injection (MGI) as a promising way to handle

disruption consequences [7, 8] and suppress both primary and secondary mechanisms.

RE mitigation can be thought with two layers of defense: preventing RE generation

using pre-emptive SPI or suppressing the RE beam by SPI when it is fully formed. The
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present article is organized as follows: the first section is focused on the first layer of

defense, with the determination of the runaway existence domain as a function of the

SPI content and preemptive deuterium injection to avoid the generation of a runaway

beam. The second section is devoted to the second line of defense, with the mitigation

of a full-blown RE beam by high-Z SPI or Deuterium SPI. The third section focuses on

the physics processes at play with the deuterium injection and the limits of its efficiency.

The fourth section concludes.

2. Preventing runaway generation

2.1. Single injection: Runaway electron existence domain

The ITER disruption mitigation strategy involves SPI in most of the cases where

a disruption is likely to happen [6]. Mitigating heat loads and forces requires the

SPI material mix to contain a minimum fraction of high-Z material such as argon or

neon. However, this high-Z material increases the odds of generating REs during the

disruption. It is therefore necessary to determine a maximum amount of high-Z material

which can be tolerated before an excessive amount of REs is generated. The impact

of argon in the mitigation material mix was demonstrated with MGI, with increasing

fractions of argon generating increasing RE currents [8]. A similar experiment was

replicated with SPI on JET, showing the same qualitative behaviour as shown on figure

1 for diverted plasmas. Increasing argon content and toroidal magnetic field both lead to

higher amounts of runaways, with the boundary of the existence domain below 1.8 T for

pure argon and 3.0 T for 10 to 20% argon. The location of those boundaries is compatible

with earlier results with MGI. Runaway currents inside the existence domain are lower

with MGI, but could be due to the difference in gas dynamics and total amounts of

material injected. Earlier MGI experiments injected ≈800 Pa.m3 (2.0×1023 atoms) but

with a gas front spread in space, to be compared with 50 to 70 Pa.m3 (1.3 × 1022 to

1.8× 1022 atoms) injected by SPI but with a supposedly steeper mixing front. Results

in limited configurations are similar.

2.2. Double injection: preventing runaway generation

If runaway generation of an incoming disruption is very likely, injecting a large amount

of deuterium just before the thermal quench (TQ) can also be foreseen as a prevention

method and was demonstrated for JET [8]. Injecting large amounts of deuterium shortly

before the disruption can also be thought as a way of pre-cooling the plasma by dilution

to decrease heat fluxes during the thermal quench as well as reducing the hot tail

primary RE generation effect [9]. This method was tried using a deuterium shattered

pellet fired at various times around the thermal quench of a disruption likely to produce

REs. This disruption is triggered by a small quantity of argon (3-7 Pa.m3). Figure 2

shows that as long as the pellet arrives at the plasma edge before the thermal quench,

RE generation is prevented or limited to small amounts only visible as a small burst of
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Figure 1. Runaway electron existence domain on JET as a function of the toroidal

field and argon fraction for diverted configurations. Square symbols are cases without

REs. Triangle symbols are cases where no measurable RE current is observed but RE

presence is confirmed by HXR spikes. Circle symbols are cases where a measurable

RE current is observed. The size of the circle is proportional to RE current, with

blue-colored rings indicating error bars.

photoneutrons. Conversely, a full-blown runaway beam is generated (with measurable

runaway currents) if the pellet plume reaches the plasma edge after the thermal quench,

indicating either that SPI material mixing is poor after the thermal quench or that

primary mechanisms are suppressed by an early deuterium injection. This is particularly

true for very early deuterium injections which compete with the argon used to trigger

the original disruption, thus altering the disruption dynamics. If the pellet is larger

(300 Pa.m3 vs. 85 Pa.m3), RE generation can still prevented even if the pellet arrives

at the plasma edge 3 ms after the thermal quench as shown on figure 2. Some post-TQ

prevention efficiency can however be retained if the pellet is larger (300 Pa.m3 vs. 85

Pa.m3) as shown on figure 2. This possibly hints at the mixing efficiency being the

key effect in this prevention method. It is to be noted though that photoneutrons were

completely absent with similar experiments using MGI instead of SPI. This could be

due to the different mixing dynamics of SPI or to the fact that a slower valve was used

to inject the argon to trigger the disruption in the MGI cases.

3. Mitigation of runaway electron beams with SPI

If runaway generation cannot be prevented by either of the methods described in the

previous section, the mitigation of a full-blown runaway beam becomes necessary as a

second layer of defense. A runaway beam scenario was therefore developed at JET to test

various mitigations methods. The position stability of the beam was improved compared

to earlier scenario which were vertically unstable [8]. In particular the observer of the

vertical position control system was improved [10] and additional flux was provided to

the beam by the external poloidal field control coils to sustain the current. The central
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Figure 2. Photoneutron amounts versus time span between SPI arrival at the plasma

edge and TQ. Measurable RE currents indicated by red triangles only occur when the

pellet arrives close or after TQ.

solenoid was indeed already at maximum voltage. The resulting runaway beam lasts

about one second at 500 kA current.

3.1. High-Z shattered pellet injection

High-Z material (neon, argon) was initially considered thanks to successful results on

small tokamaks [11]. The result is shown on figure 3. Both neon and argon shorten the

duration of the runaway beam (500 ms instead of 1 s) by accelerating the current decay.

The decay rate is slightly higher with larger pellets (5 MA/s versus 9 MA/s for 68 Pa.m3

versus 244 Pa.m3 argon respectively), and larger with argon than neon. Photoneutron

production increases when the pellet reaches the plasma, indicating runaway losses by

collisions and pitch angle scattering. Radiated power increases from 1 MW to 6-10

MW, indicating that the thermal radiation from argon and neon is most probably a

loss channel for the dissipated RE energy. The beam is vertically destabilized and

terminates on the JET upper plasma facing components. Heat loads are recorded by

infrared cameras in all cases, with no clear dependency on neither the injected species

nor their amount.

A comparison of MGI versus SPI is shown on figure 4 where two similar amounts

of material were injected on the same runaway beam. The dissipation occurs in the

same way for both cases: radiated power increase, vertical destabilization, increased

photoneutron production and heat loads at termination. This shows that SPI at JET

has no obvious advantage over MGI for in-flight RE beam mitigation using argon or

neon.
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Figure 3. RE beam mitigation using argon and neon compared to a non-mitigated

case. SPI is triggered 0.4 s after the thermal quench. (a) Total current. (b) Magnetic

centroid vertical position. (c) photoneutrons rate (d) total radiated power

3.2. Deuterium shattered pellet injection

A D2 injection leads to the opposite situation as shown on Fig.5: the current increases,

free electron density drops to non-measurable values (below 1018 m−3 , indicating plasma

recombination. This feature was previously observed on DIII-D [12], AUG [13] and

COMPASS [14]. Line radiation changes from being dominated by argon lines to being

dominated by deuterium lines. This shows that the argon has been flushed out of the

plasma, similarly to what was observed and modelled on DIII-D [11, 15]. Photoneutron

production also drops to very low values. A number of physical effects can explain this

observation: the flushing-out of high-Z material reduces RE bremsstrahlung which in

turn reduces photoneutron production. The reduction of pitch-angle scattering reduces

runaway losses, which can also reduce photoneutron production. A decrease of RE

energy cannot be excluded either. This is however less likely because the energy

threshold for photoneutron production is lower for deuterium (2.2 MeV [16]) than

argon (9.9 MeV [17]), so a deuterium-dominated plasma could theoretically produce

more photoneutrons for a given RE energy distribution. After the pellet arrival, the

synchrotron pattern changes with island chains reorganization [18]. Radiated power

increases significantly from 1 MW to 4 MW and then slowly decays. This point is of
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Figure 4. Comparison of RE beam mitigation with SPI and MGI. The vertical dashed

line indicates the SPI and MGI firing time. MGI flight time is shorter than SPI flight

time due its position with respect to the vacuum vessel, explaining the slightly earlier

effect on the plasma. (a) Total current. (b) Magnetic centroid vertical position. (c)

photoneutrons rate (d) total radiated power

particular interest since no increase of radiated power following the deuterium injection

was observed on other machines (DIII-D, AUG, Compass, TCV). The flushing out

of argon was modelled using a 1D diffusion code [19]. The code takes into account all

ionization stages of argon and deuterium species. It determines the electron temperature

and RE electron density (assuming the RE collisional losses are equal to the total

thermal radiation) from the measured radiated power. It then computes the densities

of every ion and neutral species using diffusion equations, including atomic physics

as detailed in reference [19]. The radiated power profile is here taken as Gaussian

with 0.3m width, which is qualitatively consistent with tomographic reconstructions

of bolometry measurements. The code is able to reproduce a partial flushing out of

argon and the drop of the companion plasma temperature (see figure 6), but not down

to recombination. Kinetic parameters close to the measured values (ne ≈ 1018m−3,

Te ≈ 1eV and recombined plasma) can only be approached by artificially decreasing

the measured radiated power (used as an input to compute the electron temperature)

by 2 orders of magnitude as shown on figure 7. This means that the high radiated
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Figure 5. Overview of a D2e-mitigated RE beam (#95135). The SPI trigger is

indicated by the dashed vertical line. (a) Total current (b) Free electron density. (c)

Neutron flux. (d) Total radiated power

power measured on JET comes from non-thermal sources, namely the direct interaction

between runaway electrons and the companion plasma and neutrals. This behaviour

was also proposed on ITER cases in reference [20].

The RE beam disappears 250 ms after the pellet arrival in a violent MHD instability.

Synchrotron emission from the RE beam vanishes in less than a millisecond and a large

but brief photoneuton spike is recorded. The rest of the current decay is similar to the

current quench of a standard disruption with a radiated power spike. VUV spectra are

no longer dominated by deuterium lines, but by argon lines as before the SPI arrival.

In some cases, a current spike similar to the one observed during the thermal quench

of hot plasma disruptions is visible, possibly indicating strong reorganization of the

current profile and stochastization of the flux surfaces. The most prominent feature of

those disruptions is the absence of measurable heat loads when runaways disappear as

recorded by IR thermography, shown on Fig.8. Runaways currents up to 1.4 MA are

dissipated benignly with deuterium. This is to be compared the 10 MJ.m−2 deposited

on the first wall for RE currents as low as 400 kA without mitigation. Figure 8 also

shows that high-Z mitigation (argon or neon) is not more efficient than an absence of

mitigation, and that the main dependency of heat loads of unmitigated cases is the

runaway current remaining when the final wall impact occurs.

This benign termination called thereafter the “D2 effect” is due to two processes: a

large MHD instability and the absence of RE regeneration during the subsequent current
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Figure 6. Kinetic profiles from a 1D-diffusion simulation of JET pulse #95135, with

red traces are before the deuterium pellet arrival and blue traces are after the arrival.

The simulation domain extends to the open field line region ρ > 1. (a) Electron

temperature (b) free electron density (c) total argon density (d) density of Ar2+ and

ArD+ (ionized ArD molecule)

Figure 7. Profile-averaged quantities of the simulation of JET pulse #95770 as a

function of the fraction of total radiated power considered as thermal (100% meaning

that all radiated power is thermal and higher values are for exploration only) (a)

Free electron density (experimental values are lower than 1018 m−2) (b) averaged

temperature (c) RE density (d) ratio of neutral argon over total argon.
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quench which will be developed in the next sections.

4. The deuterium effect

4.1. MHD instability

The MHD instability dissipating REs develops without clear precursors and reaches

its peak magnitude in less than 100 µs. No rotating mode is observed before the MHD

burst, although seemingly locked magnetic islands are visible on the synchrotron images

during the current rise between the SPI arrival and the final collapse. m=6, m=5 and

m=4 (briefly) patterns are observed moving outwards, consistently with the current

rise as detailed in reference [21]. The main instability itself is too short to produce a

clear coherent mode visible on the Mirnov coils, but an MHD spectrum analysis of the

remnants of the main instability a few tens of ms after the main spike show that n=1

is the most likely mode as shown on figure 9

The SOFT code [22] was used to give constraints on the runaway current profile

by comparing synthetic synchrotron images with IR and visible camera measurements.

Different current profiles, pitch angles and monoenergetic RE distributions were tested

to get the best match. The match has only a weak dependency on RE energy and

pitch angle. Angles from 0.1 to 0.3 and energies less than 15 MeV are the most

likely parameters. The current profile is the main dependency. The best match was

obtained for hollow current profiles: no combination of a peaked profile and any value

of energy and pitch angle was found that could match the observations. It is however

true than only mono-pitch and mono-energy RE beams were tested. However, the weak

dependency of the image pattern on the RE energy and pitch angle gives confidence that

current profile is the critical parameter to match the measurement. The hollowness of

the current profile is also partly confirmed by the position of the islands on the IR

pictures. Two distinct m=5 patterns can be briefly seen during the current rise as
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Figure 9. MHD Mirnov analysis of the remnants of the large MHD instability which

dissipated the runaways. The remnant mode frequency is 120 kHz. (a) MHD coil

voltage signal with their toroidal angular position (b) Spectrogram of the 257◦ coil (c)

n mode number (d) n mode number fit quality (coefficient of determination)
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Figure 10. Measured infrared synchrotron emission (left picture) versus

reconstructions made by SOFT using various current profiles. Hollow profiles (green-

squared pictures) provide the best match

Figure 11. Synchrotron emission as seen by a tangential infrared camera showing

the two m=5 island-like patterns in the emission at different times during the current

rise preceding the RE beam final collapse. White stars roughly indicate the island

centers of the outermost m=5 pattern, while white circles show the probable location

of the island centers of the innermost m=5 pattern. The latter is mostly visible by

the 5-sided dark spot in the center of the synchrotron pattern, which is highlighted by

yellow dashed eye-guiding lines. Note that the m=6 outermost pattern is also visible

near the edge.

shown on figure 11. The innermost m=5 pattern is only visible by the 5-sided dark

spot at the center of the synchrotron pattern while the outermost pattern shows clear

island-like structures. The innermost pattern moves inwards while the outermost moves

outwards as is expected if the shape of the hollow current profile remains frozen while

the total current increases. Other examples of inward-moving islands can be found in

the pulse series described in reference [18]. Work is also in progress to understand the

physics mechanisms leading to a RE hollow profile.

The termination itself usually happens at low edge safety factors as shown on figure

12, but this is not specific to benign terminations induced by the D2 effect. It does not

happen only at qedge=2 as observed on DIII-D [12]. This suggests that the collapse

is not necessarily a low-q current instability (kink mode), and further reinforces the

assumption of a hollow current profile which can produce tearing modes that could
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Figure 12. Edge safety factor from EFIT as a function of time during the runaway

beam for various high-Z impurity ratios in the companion plasma. The impurity ratio is

defined by the amount of hydrogenic species over the total amount of injected material:

hydrogenic species and any neon, argon, krypton or xenon injected by either MGI or

SPI both with the single RE-beam triggering injection or with a mitigation injection.

Markers indicate qedge at the time of beam termination.

cause the runaway beam collapse at higher edge safety factor.

The amplitude of the instability was analszed using Mirnov coils on the low-field

side of the torus. They show that the amplitude of the instability
δBpol

Bpol
normalized

to the distance to the coil is very weakly correlated to the use of deuterium (benign

terminations) or not (non-benign terminations) as shown on figure 13. However, the

normalized growth rate of the instability
dBpol

dt
is better correlated to benign terminations

as shown on figure 14, although not perfectly. This shows that MHD is not the only

physics process required to obtain a harmless RE dissipation.

The profile determined by the SOFT analysis was used for JOREK [23, 24] 3D

MHD simulations using a RE fluid model [21]. The simulation shows a complete

stochastization of the magnetic surfaces by a double tearing mode, leading to the loss of

confinement and the loss of 95% of the REs in ≈ 100 µs as shown in details in reference

[21]. This timescale is quantitatively compatible with the experimental observations

[21]. The RE loss footprint is also enlarged by stochastization.

4.2. RE regeneration

The second prominent feature of the benign termination scenario is the fact that REs are

not re-generated during the subsequent RE collapse. The high-Z material (argon in the

present case) initially contained in the companion plasma is indeed almost completely

flushed out by the D2 injection. However, traces of argon remain in the background

neutrals, because argon VUV lines reappear when runaways are lost during the large

MHD event. The maximum radiated power normalized to the initial magnetic energy

contained in the runaway beam before its dissipation is correlated to the concentration of
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dB
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argon in the injected material (argon injected to trigger the disruption and deuterium

from SPI) as shown on figure 15. A small runaway beam detected by synchrotron

emissions is also regenerated during the final collapse if the argon concentration is large

enough. Increasing the argon amount further leads to an incomplete dissipation of the

RE beam, and the regeneration of a full secondary beam at lower current. Several

consecutive collapses may then occur until the beam is fully dissipated, sometimes with

heat loads.

A 0D modelling computing self-consistently the plasma current, RE current, vessel

current, electric field and plasma temperature [25, 26] was compared to the experimental

observations. It shows that an argon purge ratio of 10 to 300 is needed to account

for the current quench rate, and that the RE avalanche rate increases with the argon
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Figure 15. Current quench rate of the final collapse and maximum radiated power

versus the initial Ar/D2 ratio. 3 regimes can be identified: no regeneration, RE

reacceleration, incomplete dissipation with continuous regeneration

concentration. The RE avalanche remains however low, so this model cannot conclude

if the purge level would be sufficient on an ITER plasma.

Another way to interpret the observations is to compute the power balance of the

runaway beam and companion plasma during the collapse. The method was proposed

in ref. [27] and is further developed in the present article. The calculation assumes that

the magnetic energy dissipated during runaway loss events as characterized by neutron

spikes is lost through 3 different channels: inductive coupling to passive structures

and coils, conversion into thermal energy in the companion plasma through Joule

heating (and then radiated away), and converted into RE kinetic energy through RE

regeneration. The magnetic energy contained by a MA-level runaway beam being one

order of magnitude larger than its initial kinetic energy, the conversion rate is of critical

importance to the damage risk posed by RE beams. This power balance is shown on

figure 16, and reveals that the conversion rate is much lower for RE beams with low

high-Z contents, which are also correlated with benign RE dissipation. This shows that

high-Z impurities contribute to the conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic energy,

and explains the higher heat loads in those cases.

4.3. The deuterium effect in a vertically moving beam

A RE beam on ITER is expected to be vertically unstable due to the slow reaction time

of the control system to abrupt current changes [28]. This can lead to a situation where

the RE beam scrapes off the wall thus losing its energy continuously on its contact

point [29]. In order to test if this effect can reduce the efficiency of the D2 SPI, a

standard runaway beam scenario was deliberately sent to the upper dump plate using

a kick from the vertical control system. The D2 SPI was then fired at various times

during the ensuing vertical displacement. Four typical cases are shown on figure 17. The

temperature as measured by an infrared camera in the various cases tested is shown on
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energy carried by the beam for various fractions of high-Z impurities in the companion

plasma

figure 18. If enough time is left for the deuterium to flush-out impurities, sending the

beam into a vertical displacement retains a benign termination (green case on figure

17). It is worth noting that unlike the D2-induced collapses of vertically stable beams,

RE losses do not happen in a single neutron burst, which used to be characteristic

of non-benign terminations. It is yet unclear if this is the sign of an efficiency roll-

over or simply due to the dynamics of the termination related to the hollow current

profile. The D2 effect still works if the vertical displacement starts at the same time

as the arrival of the pellet in the plasma (blue case on figure 17, since the purge takes

approximately the same time (20 ms) as the VDE (15 ms). If the D2 pellet arrives too

late in the vertical displacement (red case on figure 17) then heat loads start to rise,

indicating insufficent dissipation. The vertical speed is also faster and close to the one

of an unmitigated VDE (see figure 17) and the density rise lower, possibly indicating

poorer mixing. Interestingly, the heat load footprint of this intermediate case between

benign and non-mitigated cases is larger than the non-mitigated cases. This may due

to a large enough MHD instability to spread heat loads, but enough high-Z impurities

to regenerate a significant amount of REs, leasing to larger heat loads.

5. Conclusions and discussion

Experiments at JET show that SPI can avoid REs if injected before the triggering of

the disruption if the pre-emptive pellet contains enough D2 or is injected early enough

before the disruption. Suppressing a fully-formed RE beam is not effective using high-Z

SPI species and leads to heat loads on the wall, not differently from a non-mitigated

RE beam. SPI is equivalent to MGI in that respect. Conversely, D2 SPI leads to

benign terminations of beams up to 1.4 MA. This is due to the combination of a large

MHD instability and the absence of regeneration of REs thanks to a clean companion
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plasma. The MHD instability develops from a hollow current profile as deduced from the

island patterns on infrared images, from the fact that qedge ≥ 2 and the comparison of

measured synchrotron emissions with the SOFT code. REs are dissipated in a few tens of

microseconds, which is reproduced by JOREK simulations. The role of high-Z impurities

in the RE regeneration during the final collapse is confirmed by the observations of the

gradual reappearance of increasingly large runaway beams when the concentration of

argon is increased. If the argon content is too large, only an incomplete dissipation

of the runaway beam occurs. A secondary beam is then produced, reaccelerated and

undergoes multiple intermediate collapses until the final loss which may occur with

measurable heat loads. The importance of the high-Z impurity concentration is further

underlined by the fact it promotes conversion of the RE magnetic energy to kinetic

energy, which is ultimately the main source of damage. The D2 effect is still efficient

when the beam is vertically destabilized as it will be on ITER.

This RE dissipation scenario is promising for future machines as it offers a good

second line of defense for runaway beams, and was found to be efficient on the

tokamak which currently has the largest RE avalanche amplification factor: JET. The

extrapolation to ITER is still an open question since the high-Z purge required to

prevent regeneration on an ITER plasma will be higher given the foreseen avalanche

gains. More simulations of the RE regeneration is such events are therefore required.

The initial dissipation of the RE beam by the MHD instability will also need to leave

as few RE seeds as possible since these will be strongly amplified by the avalanche in

ITER. More MHD simulations are therefore underway to test the scenario on ITER.

However, even if some partial regeneration occurs as it did on JET with high

concentrations of high-Z impurities, repetitive injections of D2 pellets using the multiple

SPI barrels planned on ITER could decrease the current stepwise down to an acceptable

level.
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